
Workflow

1. Read clients letter, paragraph by paragraph

2. Write down the field wherein the client is active. This may point to desired protection. 

3. Summarise all possible inventions, using fields below/ on the back

4. Find all problems that are solved and write these down

5. Read the prior art; decide what can be maintained

6. Define the problem(s) that is/are solved by the invention(s) in view of the prior art.

7. Determine all essential features needed to solve the problem as defined in step 5.

- If there is a general statement : “the materials used in the invention all have 

a <property>” then this is an essential feature unless there is evidence in the 

letter to the contrary

- Focus on the essential features for the problem

8. Draft the main independent claim(s)

9. Draft depending claims based on advantages mentioned in the letter. (E.g. preferred 

ranges etc.)

10. Read the independent claims. Is there a word that may need further definition? If 

so, is there a definition in the letter ? If so put this definition in the claim !  If not, check 

if there is a better word in the letter, and if not leave it like it is…

Claim categories:

- Raw materials

- Intermediate materials

- Product from raw/intermediate materials

o Product by process

- Method for manufacturing a product

- Use of product, or

- Method for … using the product

o Preferred, because this also allows protection of directly obtained product

- 1st  medical indication

o Product for use as a medicine

- 2nd medical indication

o Use EPC 2000 formulation

 Product for use as a medicine for curing X

o Swiss type claim no longer allowed after G2/08  

- 2nd non-medical use (use for effect)

o Use of product for <effect>

- Product obtainable by the method

o Product obtainable by <method>

Remarks: 

- Pay attention to a possible difference in scope of product and method claims.

- Essential features of products are sometimes described in client’s letter somewhere 

else !

- In view of prior art sometimes a preferred embodiment becomes the main invention.  

Again, look carefully at product vs. method

- A2009: If the invention is based on a method always check if the product obtained by  

the method differs from the products in the SotA. In A2009 20 marks were available to a  

product-by-process claim!

NB: Most of the time an inventive step argument based on an “alternative” leads  to a wrong 

answer of the paper (yet, it may be the only solution !)

Description 

(use copy-paste from the letter. If you need to “shuffle” the cutout parts a lot this may 

indicate  there is a better solution to the paper.)

<Title>

<The present invention relates to>

<D1 discloses …><D1 does not disclose/ has the disadvantage …>

<An object of the invention is>

<The present inventors found that …>

<Thus at least one of the objects is met.>

Technical field(s) of client’s activities.

Protection therefor probably wanted for

Problems/ effects mentioned in the client’s letter

Where What

Definitions of possible unclear terms

Where What
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Possible inventions (fill in first without looking at prior art)

Subject matter D1 D2 D3
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